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heights of the ancient littérateurs (far above the everyday language of the rest of the
NT). Rather, Luke’s language is to be placed, with much of the rest of the NT, on an
intermediate stratum. Luke had either little acquaintance with or little interest in
Greek classical literature. His use of a scienti˜c preface shows him to have contact
with that intermediate style of writing. Furthermore the use of such intermediate lit-
erature and language is compatible with the other evidence we have suggesting that
early Christian communities like Luke’s belonged on an intermediate rung of the Greco-
Roman sociocultural ladder.

Alexander has convincingly argued that Luke’s preface material is more like those
found in the Greek scienti˜c tradition than the Greek historiographical tradition.
Less convincing, however, is the notion that the third gospel and Acts as literature
actually belong in that genre. With much of the Greek historical literature no longer
extant and with the great variety of subjects and conventions in the prefaces that
are extant (pp. 23–26), cannot Luke’s preface material simply be a further example
of that variety in the Greek historical literature? Asked in another way: What would
a preface look like if someone from the intermediate sociocultural stratum (who also
worked within the scienti˜c tradition and was familiar with its literature) wanted to
write historiography? Alexander acknowledges the possibility of “cross-fertilization”
or “mixing” between traditions (pp. 87 and 103 n. 1). Could there be a confusion here
of writing convention (tradition) and genre?

Although Alexander has helpfully supplemented this version of her dissertation
with more recent material on the social setting of the NT, the scholarly discussion of
genre has gone on (less perfectly without her input) in works by Brodie, Hurtado,
Burridge, and Parsons and Pervo, among others. Furthermore it is unfortunate that
her labors of 1978 were not more readily available for inclusion in the commentaries
produced on the third gospel in the intervening years (e.g. Fitzmyer, Nolland, L. T.
Johnson, and now D. Bock). Verse by verse she discusses the structure, vocabulary and
style, and interpretation of each portion of Luke 1:1–4 and Acts 1:1 (chap. 6). Alex-
ander’s treatment of Luke’s preface material is certainly of great value to any Lukan
exegete.

Douglas S. Huˆman
Northwestern College, St. Paul, MN

Scripture Within Scripture: The Interrelationship of Form and Function in the Explicit

Old Testament Citations of the Gospel of John. By Bruce G. Schuchard. SBLDS 133.
Atlanta: Scholars, 1992, xvii + 174 pp., $24.95 paper.

This book sets out to examine every explicit quotation of the OT in the gospel of
John, and in particular to identify the OT source of each quotation and the textual
version from which it is drawn and to establish the function of each quotation in its
Johannine context. The ˜rst thirteen chapters work through the quotations Schuchard
˜nds (1:23 [Isa 40:3]; 2:17 [Ps 69(68):10a]; 6:30–31 [Ps 77:24]; 6:45a [Isa 54:13]; 10:34
[Ps 81:6]; 12:15 [Zech 9:9]; 12:38 [Isa 53:1]; 12:40 [Isa 6:10]; 13:18 [Ps 41(40):10]; 15:25
[source uncertain]; 19:24b [Ps 21:19]; 19:36 [Exod 12:10 or 12:46 or both]; 19:37 [Zech
12:10]). The last chapter provides his “concluding observations” (pp. 151–156). There
is a bibliography, but there are no indices.

The work is well done, the central conclusions suitably cautious. For instance, at
2:13; 19:37 Schuchard will venture no more than that the gospel passage “recalls” the
speci˜ed OT passage. His conclusions are essentially twofold: (1) In most instances it
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is quite certain that John’s OT quotations come from only one textual tradition, the OG;
(2) the various changes that John introduces into the quotations—shortening, deploy-
ing a synonym, adding material (usually drawn from the same OT context, for which
John displays considerable respect)—are part of John’s commitment to show how the
entire OT testi˜es to Jesus. There may be good reason for supposing that John thought
in Aramaic and knew Hebrew, but he wrote in Greek and was doubtless in contact
with one or more synagogues in the Diaspora.

Although the work is circumscribed and suitably cautious, it is for the same rea-
sons so restrained that it is of only specialist interest. Schuchard oˆers no useful com-
ments on the extraordinary pattern of the introductory formulae in John and makes
no attempt to integrate his ˜ndings with the very considerable number of OT allu-
sions in John—not even such pivotal ones as 1:51; 3:14; 7:38–39. Yes, John presents
Jesus as the One to whom the OT testi˜es, but there is very little re˘ection on the
ways in which this witness operates—for example, in ful˜llment? typological ful˜ll-
ment? replacement? prediction? What are John’s hermeneutical axioms? And the the-
ory that John is in dialogue with a Diaspora synagogue, though certainly dominant
in the scholarly literature, plays no determinative role in the exegesis, nor is it par-
ticularly supported by it. One could as easily infer that John’s interests are evange-
listic, aimed at Jews and proselytes in the Diaspora.

In short, the book is competent and useful within its rather narrow, self-imposed
limitations.

D. A. Carson
Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, Deer˜eld, IL

The Quest for the Messiah: The History, Literature and Theology of the Johannine

Community. By John Painter. 2d ed. Nashville: Abingdon, 1993, 492 pp., $24.95.

The volume here reviewed is a tour de force on the gospel of John by one of today’s
most noteworthy Johannine scholars. Throughout its pages Painter displays an impres-
sive grasp of the secondary literature and interacts frequently with previous scholar-
ship on the fourth gospel, both in the text and in extended footnotes. The work is thus
a virtual compendium of Johannine research of the last forty years and well worth
owning for that reason alone.

More speci˜cally, the book is a source- and form-critical analysis of John (and to
a limited extent of 1 John). Painter is especially concerned, as the book’s subtitle sug-
gests, to elucidate the history and theology of the community that ˜rst produced and
utilized that gospel. With others before him, Painter discerns several redactional lay-
ers in the text that evidence an increasingly isolated Christian sect eventuating in the
Johannine community. His reconstruction of the history of that sect largely follows
the Johannine history posited by R. Brown. Painter oˆers some modi˜cations, how-
ever, chie˘y in reassigning speci˜c portions of the gospel to other of Brown’s stages
than Brown postulated and by suggesting that after breaking with the synagogue the
community experienced an in˘ux of Gentiles who reinterpreted the Johannine tradi-
tion. Hence Painter tentatively outlines the history of the community re˘ected in John
and 1 John as involving (1) conversion from John the Baptist to Jesus and witness to
fellow “Baptists”; (2) witness to other Jews; (3) various crises—a delayed parousia,
the Jewish war; (4) con˘ict with the synagogue, resulting in the expulsion of Chris-
tians and the concomitant formation of the Johannine community from the Johannine
school; (5) in˘ux of Gentiles and con˘ict over the relevance of the historical Jesus.
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